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The Fundamental Tension

• Information relevant for decision making is dispersed and 
difficult to extract
– e.g. local tastes, feasibility of R&D program, how to operate 

complex machine

• Ideally, those with the relevant information should make the 
decision



Information is transmitted from the 
periphery to the centre.

Centralization vs. Decentralization

The centre delegates decision making to 
the periphery



Example

Spain Manger

Andalucía Manager Cataluña Manager

Suppose Ford is selling cars in Spain with the above hierarchical 
structure, and the decision variable is price.



Centralization vs. Decentralization

� The Spain manager has the decision control rights, and the 
regional managers have the decision management rights

� Still, the Spain manager must decide how much leeway to 
give to the regional manager in setting prices:
� Should they be set within a narrow or wide band?
� Should one regional manager set the price for both regions?
� Should the mangers work as a team and set both regional 

prices together?



Benefits of Decentralization

• Use local information without the need to transfer it

• Free upper management to make strategic decisions

• Attract talent, train people, increase commitment to 
projects

• Better motivation for local decision-makers



Costs of Decentralization

• Incentive problems

• Coordination
– Duplication of research costs
– Price competition
– Local optimum ≠ global optimum

• Either loss of information from central headquarters, or cost of 
transmitting it

• Agency costs in general



The Problem of Control

Allocation Valuation Compensation

Market Property rights Changes in 
prices Via property

Organization Decision rights
Artificial: 

performance 
evaluation

Incentive 
systems

Differences Alienability Natural / 
Artificial

Discrete, 
incomplete



Information and Agency

• As we compared centralized and decentralized organizations 
we understood that:

• Main problem is to assign the information and the decision 
rights to the same person.

• But these frequently belong to different persons than the 
owners of resources.

• Thus, alternatives were:
1. transmit information from periphery to the center where 

decisions are taken. Center is the owner or closer to the 
owner of resources.

2. center delegates decision rights to the periphery.



Information and Agency

• We should therefore balance two costs:

– Information cost
• cost of producing and transmitting necessary and 

relevant information for decision making, or
• cost of deciding with insufficient information

– Control cost
• cost of aligning interests or
• cost of unaligned interests



Information and Agency



Factors that Favor Delegating

• Optimal level of delegating depends on costs of producing 
and transmitting two types of information:
– for decision making
– for control.

• Again, we must find balance between:
1. Produce the necessary information for decision making 

and transmit it to the person that must use it, and
2. Produce and transmit information necessary for 

controlling the agent or the group to whom decision rights 
were delegated.

• Note one important distinction between the two: qualitative 
versus quantitative, aggregated and only results based.



Structure of decision making

Decision control

Initiation Ratification Implementation Monitoring
(revision)

Decision management



Decisions Previous to Delegating

An example for the VW Group

Comparative 
advantages

Specialisation 
decisions

Information 
allocation

Delegating 
decisions

Scale 
economies 

due to series 
production

Seat –
competition 

through costs

Seat: cost 
minimisation 

techniques

Decentralize 
plant 

management

Multiple 
products and 

divisions

Segment 
oriented 
divisions

Central office: 
inter-divisional 

effects

Centralize 
coordination of 

designs



Architectural Determinants

Technology
• Computers
• Information tech.
• Production methods

Markets
• Competitors
• Customers
• Suppliers

Regulation
• Taxes
• Labor
• Products

External Business Environment

Strategy
• External specialization: products and markets
• Internal specialization: firm resources

Organisational Architecture
• Decision-right assignment
• Reward system
• Performance evaluation system

Incentives and Decisions

Maximize Firm Value

Transmit Information



Functional Organizational Architecture

CEO

Financial 
Management

Production 
Management Marketing Human 

Resources



Functional Organizational Architecture

• This is the most used organizational design. Also called U-
Form. All jobs are grouped by function.
1. All functions are grouped under a responsibility 

department. CEO coordinates/centralizes/controls 
everything. 

2. Minimizes agency costs but loses specific information. 
However, functional information may be delegated to the 
divisions (see financial, marketing, etc). Expert knowledge 
is present at division level.

3. Bad incentives for information use and creation at the 
periphery. Depends on the complexity of firm activity: 
more markets more problems.

4. Adequate for smaller firms acting in stable markets (when 
forecasting and grouping activities work well).



The Holding Organizational Architecture

Holding

Financial 
Management

Production 
Management Marketing Human 

Resources

Board Firm A Board Firm B Board Firm X

Manag. Firm A Manag. Firm B Manag. Firm Z



The Holding Organizational Architecture

• Also called an H-Form.
• Used when various firms are owned by an industrial group, 

which mainly performs the financial management (internal and 
external)
– i.e., contracting funds, distributing them, maximizing 

efficiency.
• Many times, one central company manages the shares of the rest.
• This structure is good for:

– attaining scale economies for financing and control 
operations.

– using specific information, as mangers have autonomy.
• Not good for attaining production scale or scope economies: 

there is little coordination between firms.



Changes to Multidivisional Forms (M-Forms)

• Many U-Forms or H-Forms shirt towards M-Forms.

• Implies decentralizing or centralizing responsibilities.

• Constitutes a radical change, which occurs only if possibilities to 
improve past organizational architecture were exhausted.

• Usually driven by changes in firm strategy w.r.t. products or 
markets.

• Let’s look at the case of GM that changed from an H-Form to an 
M-Form (case in Spanish dossier, Ch. 7a, p. 18).



Adapting GM to the New Strategy

Technology
Standardized series of 
production 

Markets
Competition: Ford’s strategy 
(minimum cost and variety)

Regulation
No relevant regulatory 

changes

External Business Environment

Strategy: Segmented diversification
• Minimum external specialization for all types of cars (opposed to Ford)
• High internal specialization, by divisions (horizontal) and coordination functions (vertical)

Organisational Architecture
M-Form, with less delegation w.r.t. the previous H-Form and central coordination functions

Incentives and Decisions
Coordination of products’ range

Maximize Firm Value

Transmit Information
Dual: located at specific divisions of segments; central for coordinating and scope economies



The Multidivisional Organization – M-Form 

CEO

Sales Dpt.

Division “Chevrolet”

Financial Manag. Strategic Planning

Division “Cadillac” Division “Delco”

Production 
Dpt.

Sales Dpt. Production 
Dpt.



The Multidivisional Organization – M-Form 

• Used when operating in different markets. Each division can have its 
own functions, similar to an independent firm à scale & scope 
economies.

• Central unit: strategic planning and assigns decisions, capital and 
managers, and control (difficult due to interdependencies). Managers 
results are evaluated at division level.

• Problems:
– Competition may appear between divisions.
– Specific information must be used but coordination is important for 

obtaining synergies (firm value is more than the sum of divisions).
– There may be overlapping (distribution, design, advertising, etc.).
– Difficult to evaluate performance.
– Problems to align interests
– Problems to establish transfer prices.

• A solution may be to create groups of interrelated business units.



The Matrix Organization

Consumer Products Team

Business Products Team

CEO

Sales Division

Business Sales 
Department

Consumer Sales 
Department

Service Division

Business Service 
Department

Consumer Service 
Department



The Matrix Organization

• A mix between the functional departments and product or 
geographic organizations.

• Good for evaluating individual performance (functional or 
product managers).
Example: nurses supervising nurses in hospitals.

• See cases of construction or management consulting, 
characterized by series of new products.

• Departments are maintained (for functional expertise), and 
employees assigned to product or consumer oriented units.

• Advantage: employees focus on overall processes not only 
functions.

• Problem: difficult to organize; employees do not have incentives 
to cooperate or to care about the success of the team.



Credit 
Department

The Case of IBM Credit (see Brickley et al. 2007: 371-373)

• IBM Credit functions
– Credit checking
– Contract preparation
– Pricing
– Document preparation

General Manager

Contracts 
Department

Pricing 
Department

Documents 
Department



The Case of IBM Credit (see Brickley et al. 2007: 371-373)

• Coordination by general management.
• Department heads assisted in coordination process.
• It took six days to process a credit application, but each 

application was carefully checked by experts.
• Good when IBM only produced mainframe computers.
• Competition increased, problems appeared.
• IBM solved the problems via new information system, 

computerized databases.
• It assigned decision rights to individuals familiar with the 

process, and developed programs to assist less skilled personnel.



The Case of IBM Credit (see Brickley et al. 2007: 371-373)

• IBM completely changed the assignment of decision rights.
• Individual workers complete all steps for credit-granting.
• Evaluations are based on processing times and consumer service 

(satisfaction).

General Manager

Case-worker Case-worker Case-worker Case-worker



Conglomerates

• When an M-Form organization produces different products for 
different sectors à conglomerates emerge.

• Central headquarters intervene (contrary as for an H-Form) in 
strategy making for each division.

• Sometimes difficult to distinguish a conglomerate from an H-
From.

• Diversification present in conglomerates help reduce risk and 
increase resource base for decision making.

• Conglomerates were classified many times as internal capital 
markets à opposed to competitive external markets à last two-
three decades of competition (external market importance) made 
firms focus on core competencies and abandon diversification 
activities.



Evolution of Organizational Architecture

Centralized firm 
centrally organized, U-

Form (Du Pont)

Decentralized firm, 
organized as an H-

Form (GM)

Matrix organization Conglomerate

Multidivisional firm, 
M-Form

+ decentralization + centralization

coordination need + diversification


